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AWARD OF EXCELLENCE

INDUSTRY PONDERS
POTENTIAL IMPACT
OF DOMOTEX USA
By Ken Ryan

Cast your ballots now
Cast your votes in FCNews’
Award of Excellence competition. Log on to fcnews.net and
click on the Award of
Excellence link or visit our
Facebook and Twitter pages.

looring industry executives are decidedly mixed in their
response to Hannover Fairs’ plans to launch a Domotex
USA trade show in Atlanta next February (FCNews, Jan.
8/15). Some executives who exhibited at Surfaces said there is “no
demand” for another trade show and would continue supporting
TISE; others, particularly those with operations in the Southeast,
said they plan to attend both shows in 2019 and then make a deci-
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1,200 square feet): Anderson
Tuftex
•Best Booth Design (under
1,200 square feet): Arte Mundi
The judging was initially con-

LAS VEGAS—Six manufacturers
were voted best of class in the
2018 Best of Surfaces competition, a contest sponsored
by Floor Covering News
and Informa Exhibitions,
which owns and operates
The International Surface
Event. The awards program, now in its seventh
year, has become the
benchmark for new product excellence and booth
design at the industry’s
premier trade show.
The winners, which FCNews’ Steve Feldman, left, and Dustin
announced on the show
Aaronson, right, present the
floor at Surfaces, are as
Sustainability award to Congoleum
follows:
president/CEO Chris O’Connor and Kurt
•Innovation: Ceramix Denman, executive vice president of sales.
from Raskin Industries
•Style & Design: Emser Tile
ducted by a panel of floor cover•Sustainability: Congoleum
ing retailers who were tasked with
•Technology: MagneBuild poring over the scores of entries
from MBS
in each category to come up with
•Best Booth Design (over six finalists by the start of
Continued on page 10

Haines to bail out of Bravo Services Group
By Ken Ryan

aines, the flooring industry’s largest distributor
with 2017 sales of approximately $495 million, has
announced plans to exit the
Bravo Services consortium, effective April 1, 2018. Haines, in a
prepared statement, said the
decision to end the relationship

H
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with Bravo, which dates to 2000, of Adleta, and a group leader, release confirming the departure
was based on the distributor’s apprised of his concerns the of Haines following a lengthy
inability to justify the cost and entire year. “So this, while not management review. “Bravo
time commitment vs. the overall their hope, was not a surprise,” he wishes to thank Haines for their
return on investment.
many contributions to
“Our decision, while
Bravo over the years,”
difficult, is simply a matter
Carney said.
of return on our investHaines
recently
ment from the efforts we
expanded its distribution
put in,” Mike Barrett, prescoverage with Armstrong
ident and CEO of Haines,
to the South (FCNews, Feb.
said in a press release. In a
5/12). However, Barrett
follow-up call, Barrett told
said that move had nothing
FCNews that over the past
to do with its Bravo decision. Also, in November,
year he had evaluated the
Haines president and CEO Michael Barrett
Haines and Belknap-White
“the time and effort
said the distributor’s decision to leave the
Group forged a partnership
required to attend meetBravo Services Group boiled down to
ings, answer surveys,
aimed at improving the
insufficient return on investment.
attend the annual [sumeffectiveness of both commit], plus our dues, and we
panies. As part of the deal,
frankly haven’t been able to justi- stated. “John Carney and John Belknap will hold limited shares
fy a return on those investments.” Sher are great leaders in our in Haines through an equity
Barrett said he kept John industry, and we wish them and investment, which would help
Carney, executive director of the Bravo members the best.”
Haines reduce debt and continue
Bravo, and John Sher, president
Bravo disseminated its own to invest in new initiatives.
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Michael Bobak, product manager, H.B. Fuller, displays
the company’s new adhesive for large, thin-panel tiles.

Bostik’s Scott Banda, left, and Eric Kurtz preview
Bostik Set, a cutting-edge adhesive.

From left: Wade Verble, David Clarkson, Myrna Block
and John Lio are all smiles at the DriTac booth.

Adhesives designed to ease the task at hand
By Nicole Murray

he latest batch of adhesive products unveiled at
TISE 2018 aim to simplify installation challenges while
addressing specific issues floor
layers face on the job site.
Case in point is H.B. Fuller,
which showed its Ultimate Six
Plus adhesive designed for the
trending large, thin panels but
can be applied to any size tile.
Ultimate Six Plus allows the
floor to be walkable within six
hours, giving the installer an
opportunity to correct minor
imperfections. “This type of
adhesive is strong but easy to
apply to material that must be
handled delicately,” said
Michael Bobak, product manager. “Installers are under less
pressure to apply the material
before it hardens, and the sixhour window is very useful
when other [trades] are on the
project site with you. There are
times you cannot control when
other construction teams walk
on the floor too soon, for example. This product is the solution
to that problem.”
H.B. Fuller also showcased
an innovative spray adhesive
that changes color to indicate
the exact moment when it is
appropriate to place the flooring. It is particularly useful in
resilient flooring applications,
the company said.. “When the
adhesive is clear, it is ready to
receive
flooring,”
Sonny
Callaham, technical product
manager, explained. “The product can always be placed with
confidence because the adhesive times it out for them.”
Ardex debuted a new rollapplied adhesive designed
specifically for LVT and LVP
that also caters to installers
with little to no experience
because the product is painted
on for application. The adhesive is a bright plum color,

T

which helps installers keep
track of where adhesive has
already been applied. This not
only avoids waste but also saves
money in terms of time spent
on the site. “Wasting adhesive
to make sure all areas are sufficiently covered was one of the
major complaints circulating,”
said Ed Masilunas, business
manager of adhesives, Ardex.
“We chose a bright color so less
time is wasted ensuring every
area has been applied with the
needed amount of product for it
to do its job.”
In addition, Ardex’s adhesive is pressure-sensitive in 10
minutes, allowing for a quicker
tack. “This factor makes it perfect for places that can’t shut
down for long periods of time,”
Masilunas added. “For example, this product is perfect for

schools or hospitals where projects are very time sensitive and
always have people roaming.”
Bostik Set unveiled a sin-

Sonny Callaham, H.B. Fuller’s
technical product manager,
previews a new spray
adhesive at Surfaces.

gle-component
adhesive
designed for thin porcelain tile
wall panels. The product features recycled pieces of black
rubber mixed in for a uniform
film thickness between the
wall and the panel. “The rubber makes the adhesive less
prone to crack, offers a sounddampening component and
does not let the material compress past a certain point,”
Scott Banda, director of marketing and business development, explained. “This product
is also environment friendly
because the rubber pieces are
recycled.”
DriTac rolled out its Total
Sound Reduction System,
which includes DriTac 7900
Super Grab, a urethane wood
flooring adhesive meant for
installing long and wide planks,

and DriTac 5900 MegaBond,
designed for installing resilient
flooring and helps control vinyl
plank shrinkage.
“We are marrying our
underlayments with our adhesives to offer an enhanced system package that we can get
fully behind,” said John Lio, vice
president of marketing.
The major advantage of this
package, according to Lio, is a
lifetime warranty is offered
because all the products needed
are coming from one supplier,
leaving only one source to go to
for any issues that may arise. “It
avoids any finger pointing
because we know this package
inside and out. It gives us all the
more reason to stand behind
these products because we
make it a point to only release
premium-level options.”

Wagner applauds revised ASTM standard
STM, the international
standards organization,
has revised its Standard
Test Method for Determining
Relative Humidity in Concrete
Floor Slabs Using in-situ Probes
(ASTM F2170). The updated
standard reduces the mandatory
wait period before obtaining
official, documentable results
from an in-situ relative humidity (RH) moisture test performed in concrete floor slabs
from 72 hours to just 24 hours.
This significant reduction in
wait time allows contractors
and flooring installers to take
action on RH test results two
days earlier than the ASTM
F2170 standard previously
allowed. It should also enable
contractors and flooring professionals to accelerate their construction and remodeling projects accordingly. “Everyone at
Wagner Meters is excited about
the change to 24 hours,” said
Jason Spangler, flooring division

A

A reduction in wait time for concrete moisture testing allows
contractors to accelerate their construction projects.

manager. “Our own internal
testing with the Rapid RH system has long shown essentially

identical results between the
72-hour and earlier readings.”
ASTM International updat-

ed the industry standard for
measuring the moisture condition of concrete slabs in
response to an ASTM-commissioned Precision and Bias interlaboratory study conducted in
2014. That study documented
the temperature and RH readings of in-situ RH probes at various times within the old 72hour window, including at the
24-hour mark. The study’s findings confirmed the readings
obtained at 24 hours were statistically equivalent to readings
taken at 72 hours.
Spangler called the development a “game changer” for
flooring professionals. “With
the revised F2170 standard,
installers can now take action
after just one day instead of having to wait three days. No other
industry-accepted test method
for concrete moisture offers
such fast results, and certainly
none are more reliable or accurate than the RH test.”

